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Make It Happen: Jennifer � An inspiration to us all details the extraordinary life of Jennifer Roberts, one of the UK�s
leading dementia care specialists. �Jennifer was my wife, best friend and soul mate, and the most inspirational person
I have ever met,� explains author Paul, who has made the decision to tell Jennifer�s amazing story.

Accomplished at defying the odds, Jennifer had lived with a kidney transplant for 29 years before being diagnosed
with lung cancer just before her 50th birthday in 2012. Regularly taking on professional and personal challenges that
she was told were beyond her, Jennifer was not one to complain about her illness � instead she used it as a platform
to champion transplant donor campaigns and genuinely made every moment of her 51 years count. In the last year
of her life, Jennifer achieved new highs in her career and quietly, without fuss, found time to help many others
diagnosed with and receiving treatment for cancer.

After sadly passing away in 2013, Jennifer�s ultimately uplifting story is told by her husband Paul, who details her
bravery and immense determination to succeed. He also shares their incredible love story, recounting how they met
in extraordinary circumstances, married in a Scottish castle and exchanged more than 1,000 love letters and cards
in their near 13 years together. �Jennifer�s courage inspired many people, and I hope her story will continue to inspire
many others who are on dialysis, about to have a transplant or are facing cancer,� explains Paul. �Her positivity in
the face of great adversity was amazing and that is why my wonderful wife�s story deserves to be told.�

Proceeds from the book will go towards helping people living with cancer and kidney disease.

As a  journalist for 26 years, PAUL ROBERTS worked as a writer, assistant editor and editor for newspapers
and magazines in Cornwall and Devon. He later worked as a self-employed writer with his wife for six years
while she was a leading dementia consultant with the United Kingdom Home Care Association.
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JENNIFER, AN
INSPIRATION TO US ALL

Paul Roberts shares his wife�s incredible story
of courage, kindness and determination

as she lived with terminal cancer
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